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Abstract. The role of an interface between an algorithm and 
its environment for school students is discussed. The motivation 
of the use of Pascal functions and procedures 'instea.d of commonly 
used progra.ms in the first lessons of programming is presented. Thf! 
main feattlres o~ an interpreter of algorithms (Pascal functions and 
procedures) implemented on school computer are presented. 
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Introduction. The analysis of an existing algorithm and 
the de"clopment of a ne\v one usually starts with an exami
nation of input and output data. Tlnts, tbe interface between 
an algorithm and its environment is of great importance both 
for a reader and a writer of an algorithm. The interface m~st 
be as simple as possible and clearly defined. This is espe
cially important during the first lessons for the begiliners of 
programl111l1g. 

The interfa.ce between an a.lgorithm and' its .envirol1ment 
is defined by the programming language in terms of the lan
gua.ge constructs used to describe algorithms. There is a num
ber of such constructs namely: program, procedure, function, 
subroutine, module, unit, etc. 
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Pascal is widely used programming language for t.eaching 
purposes. The first three constructs are in Pascal. They are 
examined from the viewpoint of teaching in subsequent. 

The analysis of Pascal constructs 

PROGRAM. The only input or output data type is a file. 
The components of the file are not directly accessible by op
erators except read and write procedures. In order to operate 
the components of a file local variables and transfer opera
tions of values between those variables and files are required. 
Read and write operations are usually split among other state
ments and are not incorporated into integral part of the inter
face. Thus, the file is too complicated data structure for th( 
beginner. However, program is the only directly executablt 
construct of algorithm in Pascal. 

PROCEDURE. The interface may be assured by mean: 
of parameters and global.objects. 'those may be of any date 
type. It is reclsOI1able to limit the interface only by data pa
rameters in otder to develop g~od prog,'Tamming habits among 
the beginne~. Those are: value' parameters and variable pa
rameters. The values may be used as input data, the variables 
may be used both as input or output da.ta. It is reasonable to 
limit the ·• .. ariabIe parameters only for output data. 

FUNCTION. A function may be considered as a special 
case of procedure. It is' convenient to use the function in the 
case the single scalar result is required. The ot~tput is carried 
out to the environment of a function by means of the function 
identifier. In order to exclude side effects an agreement to use 
only the value parameters is necessary. . 

Both procedures and functions are not directly execu
tab~e by a computer. In order to execute them, they must be 
included into a program. 

We may arrive at the conclusion that procedures and 
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functions are more suitable entities from the methodical point 
pf view, while programs arC' from practical considerations. 

The procedures (and functions) have been commonly 
used for descriptions of algorithms since-the time of Fortran 
(as subroutines) and Algol-60. However, we don't know a 
textbook 0n programming or on algorithms startill~ from pro
cedures and functions. 

Our aim is to support the methodical side for tea.ching 
the algorithms by an appwpriate curriculum, bya textbook of 
programming and by a friendly software enabling the school 
st.udents to execute t.he Pascal procedures and functions di
rectly by a comput.er. Thus, t.he construct of program alld 
notion of the file becomes unnecessary and may be omitted 
from the curriculum. 

An acquaint.ance with a computer begins from learning 
commands of its operating system. It is very desirable that 
the set of cOlmnands would include the commands supposed 
to be used in algorithms. In the case of a subsequent upe of 
Pascal, as a media for writing algorithms, it is reasonable to 
include the arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /, div, mod), some 
standard function;:; (sqr, sqrt, abs, sin, etc.) a.nd assiglIDlent 
statement of Pascal into this set. The above mentioned items 
consist of a sufficient of commands to operate a computer as an 
"Pascal'l calculator with variables. After some experience with 
those .commands a 1::ichool student naturally wishes t.o widen 
the set of operations. It is the right time to teach the student 
to develop the algorithm himself (herself) and to introduce 
procedures and functions as an instrument to perform the job. 

To support this way of teaching the interpreter of algo
rithms is designed and implemeiltcd on computer IBM PC XT 
currently being delivered for Lithunnian schools. The inter
preter conceptually offers two modes of .vork: all environment 
and an algorithm. All the set of command" and the values of 
variables is reachable from the environment. The learner may 
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define integer, real and boolean variables. execute command 
. (.operators), assign values to the variables .. The Sf:'t of com
mands 'may be extendf:'d by procedures and functions. They 
may be written by school students themselves using tht:, second 
mode of the interpreter. 

The features common to teaching environment are in
cluded in the interpreter. Namely, a syntax-oriented editor, 
syntax errors checking by request during edition, execution of 
p:'oC'edures and functions by steps, exposition of the values 
of variables both local defined inside an algorithm and global 
defined in environment and multiple copies of active function 
and pro.cedure texts in the case of recursive calls, etc. 

Slight differellces bet'ween the procedure and thE' fUll(·tion 
may benefit for different ways of teaching. Let us mention two 
of them .. 

The firsi. A procedure in COLlsidered as t.he main C'ntity to 
describe an algorithm withnmny arguments and ma.ny results 
in general. A function is only a special case.of a procedure 
with many l'I.tgil1llcnts and only one scalar result. 

Teachingbf algorithms begins from proceuures. The fun
ction is introduced later and l1sed appropriateiy, 

The seco~l,d. A function is considered. as the main entity 
to describe algorithms. Every algorithm lsconsidered as a 
device to get only one result from. (possible) many arguments. 
It is true for functionalprogram.ming. An algorithm with 
many results ll}aybe considered as a special case and may 
be described as a: combination of many functional algorithms. 
Procedures may be introduced later or may be not used at all. 

Conclusions, For the time being a text book of infor
matics for secondary schools (Dagienea:nd Grigas, 1991) is 

. wTit.ten according t~ the first way. The choice is detel'mined 
by the traditional interpretation of the notion of the algotithm 
(many inputs - many outputs) inherited from the early text
book. An impact of up-to-date stat.eof the art of progra.l11-
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mi:q.g had an influence as \vell. However, it. is more reasonable 
to consider an algorithm as a device to achieve o1l1~y one goal. 
The goal may be complicated and expressed by means of a 
structured object in terms of progi'amming. This is in accor
dance with the ·ideftS of functional progranut(ing. Thus, the 
second way IllilY be more perspective and deS(,lTC'S to be de
veloped. 
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